they are so attractive to look at. Both Verlaine and Conder Pastiche have a quality which appeals equally to the fastidious and to and the those not usually sensitive to poetry and painting. The il- Odyssey lustrators of the thirties in Germany, and the sixties in England, have a similar attraction. Perhaps the most classic examples are Dr Hoffmann's Strwwelpeter, and Edward Lear's Book of Nonsense. Mackail drew my attention to a popular illustrated edition of Bunyan's Progress, published by Samuel Bagster in 1845, The tiny woodcuts, exquisitely designed, might have been drawn and engraved by de la 8Mare's 'Midget'.
There are some excellent book illustrators to-day, whose work is likely to have permanent value. After his adventurous use of living artists for his Seven Pillars, I wondered that Lawrence did not get the pictures for his translation of the Odyssey made likewise by some gifted contemporary. I was disappointed with his translation. So apparently was Lawrence.'He had been disappointed by the Greek original, * for he wrote in answer to some observations I made: 'Homer? a pot boiler, long ago done with. When, or if it will be published, is not my concern. The Greek isn't good I fancy; and my version is frankly poor. Thin, arty, self-conscious stuff, the Odyssey. I believe the Iliad to be a great poem—a bare fragment of a 'great poem embedded in it, rather. But the Odyssey is pastiche and face powder.' I asked him later, why then did he choose to spend long hours in translating the Odyssey? It was a job for which he was to be well paid, he said, and he needed money; and he liked Bruce Rogers printing. We have all, at times, to accept un-, palatable work, to do it as best we can—no one knows this better than a portrait painter. Only anything Lawrence chose to do would be grist to a publisher's mill. Maybe it is simpler to do what one is asked; maybe not until he was deep in his translation did Lawrence discover the Odyssey to be 'pastiche andface powder'. 'What a strange thing', Max Beer-bohm wrote, 'to be a super-eminent genius and hero, as Lawrence was, plus such streaks of sheer silliness (e.g. the 263

